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Abstract

Child forensic interviews are essential in eliciting disclosures in child abuse cases. Due to the nature of abuse and the child victims, barriers are inevitable to obtaining a full disclosure. This research describes the barriers as well as the factors that increase the likelihood of eliciting a disclosure during child forensic interviews. Previous research has found that factors more likely to induce a disclosure are having a supportive primary caregiver, an investigation which was instigated by the child victim, and if the victim is an older female. Barriers preventing disclosure include threats made by the perpetrator, fear, lack of opportunity to disclose, lack of understanding of the abuse, and a close relationship between the victim and the perpetrator. For this research, qualitative interviews were conducted with child protection workers, social service staff and law enforcement who regularly conduct child forensic interviews to better understand the factors that increase the likelihood of disclosure among children, as well as the barriers that prevent disclosure. Findings from this research obtained from local practitioners indicate that factors that help elicit a disclosure include a child-friendly environment, caregiver support, and connecting and rapport building between the interviewer and the child. The greatest barrier preventing disclosure was found to be the lack of caregiver support and the fear of the outcomes of disclosure. From this research we can better improve the way practitioners interview their child clients through providing a child-friendly environment, ensuring support from caregivers, and the possible expansion to the NICHD child forensic interview protocol to better meet the needs of reluctant children.
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Introduction

In the United States, it is relatively unknown exactly how many children are victims of sexual abuse. A major reason for this lack of data is due to the fact present estimates of the incidence of child abuse are primarily based on reports received and validated by child protection agencies. These figures do not reflect the number of unreported cases or the number of cases reported to other types of agencies (London et al, 2005). In addition, child abuse generally occurs in secret, leaving the victim and their perpetrator the only witnesses to the abuse. Because there are not always outward, physical signs of abuse, it is feared that many cases go unrecorded. Based on interviews with adults, some researchers conclude that more than half of child victims do not disclose sexual abuse at the time it occurs, and many never do (Berliner & Elliott, 2002). As Roland Summit stated, “Treated, reported or investigated cases are the exception, not the norm.” (Summit, 1983, pg 11)

Finkelhor (1994) in a summary of 19 retrospective victimization studies asking adults to report on their own childhood experiences of sexual abuse, estimated that the rate of victimization for women is at least 20% and between 5% and 10% for men. If the rates of sexual abuse that are reported by adults on their childhood are accurate, it would mean that there would be approximately 500,000 new child sexual abuse cases per year (McCoy & Keen, 2009). This is drastically higher than official reports on child sexual abuse. A 2003 estimate based on a national aggregation of cases that were investigated and substantiated by state child protection agencies account an estimated 78,188 child sexual abuse cases in 2003 (National statistics on child abuse and neglect, 2005). Other data based on cases that are known to law enforcement agencies in 18 states show that approximately 225,000 sex crimes against children were
reported to the police nationwide in 2001 (National Incidence-Based Reporting System, 2001). These CPS and police report data are considerably lower than victimization reports and strongly support the wide belief that children frequently do not disclose their experiences of abuse.

Furthermore, research even suggests that retrospective victimization reports are even lower than the actual incidence of abuse. One researcher (Williams, 1994) did a follow-up study of 129 females who had been treated for sexual abuse as young children at an emergency room. When Williams interviewed the victims 17 years later, 38% of the women did not disclose the abuse. Therefore, the rates of child sexual abuse may be even higher than those reported in Finkelhor’s retrospective victimization studies.

There are various reasons as to why children give only a partial disclosure, give no disclosure, or even deny abuse which in reality took place. Often the victim is threatened by their perpetrator, the victim is fearful that they will be blamed, the victim may lack the verbal or mental capability, and some children simply do not realize that what is happening is wrong. As a result of these factors, it is normal that children will not tell someone about abuse that is occurring.

However, children’s statements on abuse, particularly sexual abuse, often are the only available evidence that victimization has occurred (Reiser, 1991), and they provide the basis for legal investigation. Considering the critical importance of child’s statements on abuse, researchers have attempted to understand the difficulty and complexity of disclosure. These reasons for not disclosing are of particular importance for effectively conducting child forensic interviews because the purpose of child forensic interviews is to evaluate abuse claims and to give the child the opportunity to disclose abuse. Errors in disclosure can result in severe
negative consequences for both the child and the alleged perpetrator. Either perpetrators will be free to commit further abuse, or innocent people are imprisoned.

As evidenced by the data from victimization surveys and police reports on child disclosure, we can acknowledge we can not anticipate for children to spontaneously disclose abuse, openly talk about it in a child forensic interview, or even maintain their disclosure without recanting what they previously said. Therefore, determining the context in which children disclose abuse and the possible reasons of withholding a disclosure both before and during a forensic interview is the purpose of this research.

**Review of the Literature**

Previous studies have examined how child gender, child age, perpetrator relationship to child, caregiver support, and initial disclosure relate to child disclosure at a forensic interview. These topics will be discussed below.

**Child Sex**

Though many studies have generated conflicting predictors of disclosure of child abuse, several studies have concluded that the sex of the child has been found to have an effect on the likelihood of a disclosure during a child forensic interview. DeVoe and Fuller (1999) in a sample of seventy six children, who were referred because of concerns on sexual abuse, discovered that girls disclosed at a higher rate than boys. However, once boys disclosed, they provided as much detail about alleged abuse as girls did, which suggest that boys may have had a longer warm-up period than the girls had, but were able to talk about alleged abuse once they were comfortable. Gries (1996) similarly found in a sample of 96 children aged 3-17 that females
made significantly more disclosures than males who were also referred due to suspicion. Likewise, Finkelhor et al.’s (1994) national survey of adults showed that a higher percentage of adult men, versus women, reported sexual abuse experiences that they had never disclosed. Another study specifically focused on sexually abused boys, including the prevalence, characteristics, and psychological consequences of abuse, found that because of the stigma against homosexuality, boys are less likely to disclose the abuse than girls when perpetrated by a male (Valente, 2005). While this study suggests that boys who are sexually abused by males as a result fear homosexuality, another study suggests that boys who are sexually abused by females, due to social and cultural factors, may overlook sexual contact as abuse (Peluso, 1996).

Child Age and Development

The age of the child at the time of the abuse has also been shown to affect the rate at which children disclose abuse. For example, Hershkowitz et al. (2005) studied rates of disclosure by dividing their sample into three age groups and found that rates of disclosure increased as children grew older, with 50% of the 3-6-year olds, 67% of the 7-10-year olds, and 74% of the 11-14-year olds. Similarly, Pipe et al. (2007) reported the following rates of disclosure in their research: 63% (4-5-year olds), 76% (6-8-year olds), and 85% (9-13-year olds). These data suggest that studies with relatively older samples of children will produce higher disclosure rates than studies with relatively younger samples. London (2005) discussed two major interpretations of the higher disclosure rates among older children. The first is that younger children may not have the linguistic or cognitive abilities necessary to recognize the abuse as wrong or to recognize the purpose of the forensic interview and convey their experiences during the interview. London’s second possibility for the age differences in
Disclosure rates is due to the fact there is a higher rate of unfounded cases among younger children who are brought in for interviews where abuse is suspected. He suggested this higher rate of unfounded cases could occur because younger children often make ambiguous statements that seem to have sexual relevance but are misinterpreted by adults (London, 2005). Because of these reasons, it is expected that younger children will not disclose as readily as older victims.

Initial Disclosure

An initial disclosure might be expected to predict a child’s disclosure at a forensic interview because it may reflect the child’s readiness to disclose the abuse or decrease the child’s fear of disclosing to an authority figure (London et al., 2007). Keary and Fitzpatrick (1994) studied disclosures among children aged 3 to 17 who were referred to a children’s hospital for sexual abuse and found that a pre-investigation disclosure was highly predictive of a disclosure during a forensic interview. Children who gave a prior disclosure of abuse disclosed during the forensic interview at a rate of 86% compared to 14% of children without a prior disclosure. Similarly, DiPietro et al. (1997) found that 72% of their sample who gave a prior disclosure disclosed at the forensic interview versus 7% of children without a prior disclosure.

Child Relationship to the Perpetrator

Lipert (2009) suggests it would seem likely that children abused by extrafamilial perpetrators would show an increased propensity to disclose their abuse, as their caregivers might be more supportive of their disclosures and children might feel less loyalty and protectiveness toward the perpetrator. Several studies have confirmed this idea. One study, Goodman Brown et al. (2003), which examined disclosure at a forensic interview, found that
children with an intrafamilial perpetrator disclosed later than children with an exrafamilial perpetrator, with the core reason for the delayed disclosure being the children’s fear of negative consequences.

Caregiver Support

Many studies provide strong evidence that caregiver support is a critical factor enabling children to disclose abuse. The apprehension of a negative reaction from a caregiver may cause a child to choose not to disclose their abuse. One study found that children had a lower rate of recanting disclosures of abuse when their caregivers were supportive (Elliot and Briere, 1994). Similarly, Lawson and Chaffin (1992) studied disclosure among a sample of children with sexually transmitted infections and found that children whose caregivers were classified as being supportive disclosed at a rate 3.5 times higher than those children without supportive caregivers. Other research has shown that children’s willingness to disclose abuse decreased when they anticipated negative reactions from their caregivers (Hershkowitz Lanes et al., 2007).

Other research has looked at the relationship between caregiver support and the relationship of the perpetrator to the child. Hershkowitz et al. 2007 studied 30 cases of abuse that occurred outside the family and found that when the perpetrator was unknown to the family, 75% of caregivers were supportive of their children's disclosures. When the perpetrator was known to the family, only 11% of caregivers were supportive.

Child Sexual Abuse Accommodation Syndrome

The Child Sexual Abuse Accommodation Syndrome (CSAAS) was formulated by Roland Summit in 1983 and describes in depth a child’s fears of disclosing abuse and how the child responds to the reactions and pressures from adults after the disclosure (Summit, 1983).
Summit describes CSAAS as the most typical way sexual abuse and disclosure occur, of which the first two categories are “preconditions to the occurrence of sexual abuse” and the remaining three are “sequential contingencies which take on increasing variability and complexity.” These categories are (1) secrecy, (2) helplessness, (3) entrapment and accommodation, (4) delayed, unconvincing disclosure, and (5) retraction (Summit, 1983).

Understanding the internal struggle a child faces on whether to disclose, and the process in which a child will typically eventually disclose, helps us to understand the barriers children face which would cause them to choose not to disclose abuse. Arthur Garrison articulated this struggle in a paper on incorporating CSAAS into criminal trials by stating,

“The fear of a child that she will not be believed should not be viewed as unreasonable, because a child knows what types of claims will cause difficulty within the family. If a child hesitates to confess that she broke a favored piece of furniture for fear of repercussions, it is easy to understand why she would hesitate to tell her mother that her father or stepfather is having sexual contact with her. Even a small child knows that such news will not be accepted with joy and total belief by her mother. Another way to consider the problem of sexual abuse disclosure is to picture yourself in a room full of strangers where you are asked to state in detail your last sexual encounter with your wife or husband. If you think it would be at least slightly difficult to tell a room of strangers how your husband undressed you and touched you and what it felt like, then you have an idea of what a small child would feel about describing sexual matters in regard to her father's activities.” (Garrison, 1997, para. 9)

This example helps to illustrate the difficulty and complexity of a sexual abuse disclosure from a child. The process and barriers to disclosure according to Summit will be discussed below.

Secrecy

Sexual abuse, more so than any other form of abuse, occurs in secret. It is normal for children to be told by their perpetrator not to tell anyone, possibly accompanied by threats if they do disclose. As Summit stated,
“However gentle or menacing the intimidation may be, the secrecy makes it clear to the child that this is something bad and dangerous. The secrecy is both the source of fear and the promise of safety: ‘Everything will be all right if you just don't tell.’ The secret takes on magical, monstrous proportions for the child. A child with no knowledge or awareness of sex and even with no pain or embarrassment from the sexual experience itself will still be stigmatized with a sense of badness and danger from the pervasive secrecy.” (Summit, 1983, Pg 5-6)

Therefore, according to Summit, the secrecy of the abuse alone gives the child reason to fear revealing the abuse, even if the child does not understand that what is happening is wrong. This secrecy, however, is generally compounded with multiple other barriers.

Helplessness

There is an obvious power imbalance between a child victim and the perpetrator, which according to Summit (1983), often leads the child to endure the abuse, rather than fighting it. This helplessness is intensified if the perpetrator is a guardian. The child has the societal expectation to obey their parents.

Entrapment and Accommodation

Summit points out that within a dependent relationship sexual abuse is typically not a onetime occurrence. He states, “The only healthy option left for the child is to learn to accept the situation and to survive. There is no way out, no place to run. The healthy, normal, emotionally resilient child will learn to accommodate to the reality of continuing sexual abuse” (Summit, 1983, pg 9). Summit articulates the struggle the child faces on whether to disclose by stating, “In the classic role reversal of child abuse, the child is given both the power to destroy the family and the responsibility to keep it together” (pg 10).

Delayed, Unconvincing Disclosure
Though sexual abuse is often never disclosed, for the cases that are, the disclosure is most often triggered by family conflict, incidental discovery by a third party, or outreach and community education by child protective agencies (Summit 1983). Summit states,

“After an especially punishing family fight and a belittling showdown of authority by the father, the girl is finally driven by anger to let go of the secret. She seeks understanding and intervention at the very time she is least likely to find them. Authorities are alienated by the pattern of delinquency and rebellious anger expressed by the girl. Most adults confronted with such a history tend to identify with the problems of the parents in trying to cope with a rebellious teenager. They observe that the girl seems more angry about the immediate punishment than about the sexual atrocities she is alleging. They assume there is no truth to such a fantastic complaint, especially since the girl did not complain years ago when she claims she was forcibly molested. They assume she has invented the story in retaliation against the father's attempts to achieve reasonable control and discipline. The more unreasonable and abusive the triggering punishment, the more they assume the girl would do anything to get away, even to the point of falsely incriminating her father” (Summit, 1983, pg 11).

Therefore, it is typically the anger within the child created by a family fight, not the actual abuse, that will eventually trigger a disclosure. Arthur Garrison (1997) stated in an article on using CSAAS for criminal trials: “Clearly, the wrong time to disclose that her father has been having sex with her for perhaps years is right after a fight over a curfew on whether she can see her boyfriend.” This knowledge, together with the strong evidence for the need of caregiver support to induce a disclosure, provides support for the idea that when children are faced by a disbelieving caregiver, they would seem more likely to recant the disclosure.

Retraction

Summit states, “Whatever a child says about sexual abuse, she is likely to reverse it” (pg 13). If disclosed in this heat of the moment fashion, the child’s disclosure is typically accompanied by guilt and the obligation to preserve the family. According to Summit the child victim bears the responsibility of choosing whether to preserve the family, with the “bad”
choice being to tell the truth and the “good” choice being to capitulate and restore a lie for the sake of the family. The most typical thing for children to do in this situation, especially if accompanied by unsupportive caregivers or threats from their perpetrator, is to recant their own disclosure. A child’s lack of credibility, as viewed from society, was summarized by Summit when he spoke concerning the recantation of a disclosure:

“This simple lie carries more credibility than the most explicit claims of incestuous entrapment. It confirms adult expectations that children cannot be trusted. It restores the precarious equilibrium of the family. The children learn not to complain. The adults learn not to listen. And the authorities learn not to believe rebellious children who try to use their sexual power to destroy well meaning parents.” (pg 14)

This process of disclosure as explained by Roland Summit captures the difficulty and complexity that accompanies a sexual abuse disclosure, and most importantly, it suggests that disclosure cannot be anticipated to occur spontaneous, readily, or even at all. As indicated in an article on The National Children’s Advocacy Center’s forensic evaluation model articulated: “For many children, abuse disclosure is a process, not an event” (Carnes, 2000, p. 21).

These influences of disclosure that previous research have examined are extensive and include (1) child characteristics, such as age and sex, (2) outside influences, such as caregiver support, the child’s relationship to the perpetrator, and the fear of the reception of the disclosure, and (3) the internal struggles a child faces, as demonstrated by the child sexual abuse accommodation syndrome as synthesized by Roland Summit. However, certain limitations in the current research nevertheless persist.

The research presented in this literature review addressing the influence of the child’s sex, age, caregiver support and initial disclosure demonstrate a heavy reliance on quantitative methods. Various other studies have provided helpful information through retrospective
designs to discover individual information from adults on their experiences of abuse as children. An overwhelming majority of qualitative designs on the topic have conducted interviews with victims who are interviewed later in their adulthood. These studies have neglected interviewing those who interact with the child through the disclosure process. This research uses a qualitative design, drawing from local practitioners in the field, to determine what they have encountered firsthand to be the greatest barriers of disclosure when conducting child forensic interviews.

**Methods**

To answer this research question, a sampling frame was developed of all the local agencies that routinely conduct child forensic interviews. These agencies were then contacted in order to identify the practitioners personally involved in conducting forensic interviews. Seven practitioners were interviewed for this research. Two participants were detectives, three respondents were investigators with the Division of Child and Family Services, and the remaining two practitioners interviewed work with the Children’s Justice Center; a local agency that provides a child friendly environment where all local child forensic interviews are conducted. Though the latter two workers do not conduct child forensic interviews, they are required to observe each interview conducted at the Children’s Justice Center, and therefore have observed over hundreds of child forensic interviews. The names of those interviewed for this research have been kept anonymous.

All seven interviews were conducted in person at the respondents’ place of work. Interview questions ranged from their specific training in interview techniques, their awareness
of the challenges of forensic interviewing, and specific case examples of the factors and context surrounding the interview. Interviews lasted approximately one hour and were recorded verbatim. Five follow up interviews with these practitioners have been conducted, that asked about their experiences on what they have witnessed to be the greatest factors in eliciting a disclosure, and the greatest barriers preventing disclosure in child forensic interviews. Once the interviews were completed, common themes were analyzed concerning the context in which children disclose and the respondents’ perceptions on barriers preventing disclosure.

**Findings**

The practitioners participating in the original interviews were asked, “Can you describe a recent case in which you conducted a child forensic interview?” followed with additional questions, including “Where did the interview take place?”, “Were the parents supportive?”, and “Overall do you think the interview was a successful interview? Why or why not?” Major themes on these questions were extracted from the transcriptions to determine the context in which children disclose in child forensic interviews. Findings from these interviews reveal that several factors play an important role that increases the likelihood that children will choose to disclose. These are creating a child friendly environment, caregiver support, and rapport building between the interviewer and the child. In addition, certain barriers were found to prevent the likelihood of obtaining a full disclosure. These barriers are the child’s development, and the fear of the outcomes of disclosure, including the potential lack of caregiver support and possible threats made by the perpetrator.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context of Disclosure: Themes</th>
<th>Key words or phrase: Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Child friendly environment** | “Environment is a huge factor; that’s why we have the Children’s Justice Center.”  
“The CJC is designed to look like grandma’s house.”  
“We’ll say, ‘I don’t understand what you meant by that’ and we’ll pull out an anatomical sheet and have [the child] circle what they meant.” |
| **Caregiver support** | “Parent support is huge. Or the person [the child] trusts”  
“If the parent is trying to help then interviews go better.”  
“Parents can influence the way the child reacts.”  
“If the parents are supportive and want [their child] to tell the truth and has said that to the child, then child will usually tell the truth.” |
| **Connecting with and building rapport** | “I don’t like to read straight off [the interview protocol] because it can be distracting.”  
“We’ll let the child decide who they want to talk to; for example if they feel more comfortable talking to DCFS.”  
“I try not to make the interview process sound mechanical.” |
Child Friendly Environment

All seven cases that were described by the practitioners were conducted at the Children’s Justice Center, which is a child friendly atmosphere, “designed to look like grandma’s house,” as the director of the local center described it. Because of the naturally intimidating environment of police stations, the Children’s Justice Center exists to help children feel safe and comfortable and to assist in the difficult and frightening event of disclosing. Several of the practitioners explicitly mentioned the importance of having a child friendly atmosphere when conducting child forensic interviews. A local detective stated, “It’s not ideal to interview kids at the school, the hospital, or the sheriff’s office because they’re either scared of what kids will think, scared of receiving a shot, or scared of getting arrested. You rarely see a child who is scared to be [at the CJC]. It’s not an intimidating environment.”

In addition to providing a child friendly location, practitioners also expressed the importance of attending to the developmental needs of their child clients to create a child friendly atmosphere. Children’s vocabulary often needs clarification, as expressed by most of the practitioners. These interviewers accommodate for these developmental needs through showing pictures, asking questions, and using simple vocabulary the child can understand. A local detective expressed the need for clarifying details with the child: “There are so many different words for the same body part that we need to clarify what [the child] is referring to. Also, most young kids don’t know the words for certain body parts. I interviewed a young girl who referred to her penis and so we had to use body language to communicate what she meant.” An investigator with the Division of Child and Family Services said, “We’ll say to the
child, ‘I don’t understand what you meant by that’ and we’ll pull out an anatomical sheet and have [the child] circle what they meant.”

These measures taken by child forensic interviewers accommodate both for the child’s development needs by using simple vocabulary and clarifying for understanding, and the child’s fear and intimidation by providing a child friendly location.

Child Age and Development

Interestingly, the age of the alleged victim was found to be either a barrier to disclosure or factor to increase the likelihood of disclosing, depending on the age of the child. Very young children lack the verbal ability and understanding necessary to disclose abuse, while older children begin to understand the morality of the abuse and the possible outcomes that result from disclosure. Young children either (1) do not fully comprehend that the abuse that has occurred is wrong, or (2) do not understand the consequences that result after they disclose. The latter was articulated by a program manager at the Division of Child and Family Services: “younger kids don’t understand the outcomes and so they are more likely to talk about it.” While this factor alone increases the likelihood a child will disclose, older children were viewed as not as likely to disclose based on this factor alone, assuming they understand the outcomes and consequences of their disclosure. The program manager at DCFS suggested that because older children have an increased understanding of the abuse, older children are more likely to be embarrassed from talking about it. She stated, “Teens don’t want to talk about sex. It’s very embarrassing to them to talk about vaginas and penises.” This demonstrates clear developmental and maturity differences among different age groups. Older children are more likely to become embarrassed and aware of the ramifications of disclosure.
Furthermore, older children’s awareness of the outcomes of abuse is intensified when the perpetrator is a family member. A DCFS investigator stated, “No matter what a child has been through or what has been done to them, they still love their parents. Kids ask about what will happen to a family member....There are loyalty ties when the parent is the perpetrator.” A staff member at the Children’s Justice Center expressed specifically that children may be reluctant to disclose because of their awareness of the consequences to their family stability: “Kids aren’t stupid. They know what’s going on. They’re terrified about what’s going to happen to their family. They know if their breadwinning dad goes to jail the family will be ruined.”

These statements illustrate that older children posses the capacity to analyze the outcomes of a disclosure and can deliberately choose not to disclose more so than younger children.

Caregiver Support

The critical importance of caregiver support was seen as a nearly unanimous theme stated by the practitioners interviewed. In three of the case examples described by practitioners where the child disclosed abuse, the practitioner reported both that the parent was supportive and the interview was successful. An investigator with DCFS stated, “The success of getting a disclosure depends in a large part on how the parent has handled it. If the parent is trying to help, then the interview goes better.” In all five of the follow-up interviews, in which practitioners were asked what they see to be the greatest factor to elicit a disclosure, caregiver support was unanimously thought to be the greatest positive factor to encourage children to disclose. Similarly, three of the five practitioners encountered lack of caregiver
support, and in some cases even the threats made by caregivers, to be the greatest barrier to an abuse disclosure. An investigator with DCFS stated,

“The greatest barrier to disclosure is fear; what’s going to happen if they tell... Kids worry they are going to get in trouble for telling, or worry that something will happen to their family. The fear for their family can be two sided. It can be threats directed toward the family by the perpetrator, or the perpetrator could be a family member and so [the child] understands disclosure could ruin their family.”

The director of the Children’s Justice Center stated, “Before a child discloses they are constantly wondering if their caregiver is going to side with them... They need to know that their mom can handle the information and unless they are sure of this they want to protect them from [the knowledge of the abuse].” A staff member at the Children’s Justice Center stated, “If parents are supportive and want [the child] to tell the truth and has said this to the child then the child will usually tell the truth.”

Furthermore, one detective expressed disdain towards the common procedure of not allowing the caregiver to be in the room during the forensic interview, as it both transforms the parent into a witness and can be heavily scrutinized by defense attorneys. As this detective put it, “How do we know the parents didn’t coach them during the break? If the parent is in the room a defense attorney will jump all over it and the interview is thrown out.” He provided a specific case example of an unsuccessful interview involving a three year old child who cried the entire interview, and whose parents were not able to be in the room. This officer viewed this policy as a contradiction to the important knowledge children need to have that they are receiving support from their caregiver.

However, the director of the Children’s Justice Center viewed the absence of the parent in the room as a factor increasing the likelihood a child will disclose abuse. She stated,
“Unless [the child] is sure [their mom can handle the information of the abuse] they want to protect them from [this knowledge]... Having the mom present during the interview can make some scared their mom will have reaction and so sometimes it’s not best to have caregiver present. The child won’t want their mom to hear the details because they don’t want them to be concerned for them.”

Rapport Building

Generally, the recent interviews described by practitioners that were viewed as being successful also mentioned using rapport building as a key element to a child forensic interview. Rapport building was commonly expressed throughout the interviews as a critical section in the NICHD child forensic interview protocol. During this section the interviewer lets the child know he or she wants a chance to get to know the child better, and the interviewer asks the child safe or neutral questions, such as things the child likes to do. Practitioners viewed this section as essential to helping the child feel safe and comfortable and to lessen the fright of talking to a stranger about difficult topics.

Along with reading through the rapport building section in the NICHD protocol, several practitioners stated they use additional rapport building techniques when conducting child forensic interviews not specified in the protocol. An investigator with DCFS expressed this need to make the interview process comfortable, as did a manager at DCFS. They said, respectively, “I try not to make the interview process seem mechanical,” and “I don’t like to read straight off [the interview protocol] because it can be distracting.”

Several forensic interviewers also expressed the desire they have to accommodate for the special needs and wishes of their child clients. A detective stated that when they assign cases, they look at specific details of the case, rather than a random assignment: “When assigning cases we determine what’s best in the situation to make things as comfortable as
possible.” This need to help the child feel comfortable was echoed by another detective who said, “We try to let the child decide who they want to talk to... For example if they feel more comfortable talking to DCFS.”

These findings indicate that a child who is in a child-friendly environment, has an interviewer who builds rapport with them, and a supportive care giver increase the likelihood that a child will not holdback disclosures of abuse. They also reveal possible reasons as to why children choose not to disclose. These reasons are the developmental ability to understand the abuse, the reluctance to destroy family stability, fear of outcomes of disclosure, and threats from the perpetrator.

**Conclusion and Discussion**

The purpose of this research was to identify the context in which children disclose abuse and the factors local practitioners perceive as increasing the likelihood of disclosure along with the barriers which prevent it. Findings from these interviews reveal that several factors play an important role that increases the likelihood that children will choose to disclose. These are creating a child friendly environment, caregiver support, and rapport building between the interviewer and the child. In addition, certain barriers were found to prevent the likelihood of obtaining a full disclosure. These barriers are the child’s development, and the fear of the outcomes of disclosure, including the potential lack of caregiver support and possible threats made by the perpetrator.

The finding that indicated that caregiver support is a major factor in inducing a disclosure, along with the finding of lack of caregiver support and fear of reactions by caregivers
as a major barrier preventing disclosure, illustrate the importance for social workers, law enforcement, and other social service staff to encourage caregivers to support and remain supportive throughout the investigation process. Differing views from practitioners concerning the benefits and harms regarding the policy for parents to be separated from their child during a child forensic interview suggest this policy can benefit from evaluation. Though currently scrutinized by defense attorneys, the vital importance of support from caregivers indicates that it may be beneficial to have them present when soliciting a disclosure.

In addition, social workers, law enforcement, and other social service staff who are involved in child forensic interviews should be cognizant of the importance of providing a child-friendly environment and seek to ensure a comfortable environment throughout the interview process. A child-friendly environment can go beyond simply providing a safe and comfortable location for the interview. Practitioners conducting child forensic interviews should recognize the developmental level and needs of the child they are interviewing and seek to ensure they are accommodating the child in this respect through using simple vocabulary and clarifying what the child is saying.

Forensic interviewers should also be aware of the importance of the rapport building process, as found to be a critical element in the NICHD interview protocol, and remember not to rush through rapport building, which could decrease the likelihood the child chooses to disclose abuse. Furthermore, implications for adjusting the NICHD protocol include expanding or enforcing the use of the rapport building section and expanding the protocol to better interview reluctant children who do not wish to disclose.
Implications from this research can extend to measures taken before the actual forensic interview as well. A local detective stated, “We live in a society where children aren’t allowed to speak. When deciding between a child’s word and an adult’s word, society will side with the adult.” In recognizing the complex and difficult process of a child disclosure, it is critical for those who are involved in the process, from caregivers, to teachers, to practitioners to provide support and trust in the child’s word, and not to let this trust quickly vanish when faced against the word of an adult.
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